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Abstract 

In this paper, we prove two common fixed point theorems for a pair of weakly compatible 

mappings in generalized fuzzy metric spaces using the (E.A) property. 

1. Introduction 

The notion of fuzzy sets that was introduced by Zadeh [26] with a view to 

represent the vagueness in everyday life laid the way to the amplification of 

fuzzy mathematics. Many authors have enormously developed the theory of 

fuzzy sets and studied its applications. The theory of fuzzy sets has a wide 

range of applications in various fields such as medicine, control theory, 

engineering sciences, etc (See also [3], [12], [15], [22]). George and Veeramani 

[4], [5] modified the concept of fuzzy metric spaces given by Kramosil and 

Michalek [11] and defined the hausdorff topology on fuzzy metric spaces and 

also showed that every metric induces a fuzzy metric. Fixed point theory in 

fuzzy metric spaces has been developed by Grabiec [6]. Subrahmanyam [23] 

gave a generalization of Jungck’s [9] common fixed point theorem for 
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commuting mappings in the setting of fuzzy metrics spaces. In the recent 

literature, weaker conditions of commutativity such as weakly commuting 

mappings, compatible mappings, R-weakly commuting maps, weakly 

compatible mappings and several others have been considered. In 2002, M. 

Aamri and D. El Moutawakil [1] introduced the property E. A., which 

generalizes the concept of non compatible mappings and gave some common 

fixed point theorems under strict contractive conditions. In 2009, Mujahid 

Abbas [2], et. al., proved common fixed point theorems for a class of four non 

compatible mappings in fuzzy metric spaces. In 2010, S. Sedghi et al. [18], 

proved a common fixed point theorem for weakly compatible mappings in 

fuzzy metric spaces using the property E. A. In 2010, D. Mihet [13], proved 

two common fixed point theorems for a pair of weakly compatible maps in 

fuzzy metric spaces both in the sense of Kramosil and Michalek and in the 

sense of George and Veeramani, by using E. A. property. For more references 

on common fixed point theorems in fuzzy metric spaces using E. A. property, 

see [8], [16], [20], [24].On the other hand, in 1984, Khan et al. [10] improved 

the Banach fixed point theorem in metric spaces by introducing a control 

function, called an altering distance function. Recently, Shen et al. [19] 

introduced the notion of altering distance in fuzzy metric space and obtained 

fixed point results. In 2015, N. Wairojjana, et al. [25] proved fixed point 

results in complete and compact fuzzy metric spaces by imposing a 

contraction condition and using the idea of altering distance. By using the 

same altering distance given in [25] and also replacing the completeness of 

fuzzy metric space by more natural condition of closeness of the range with 

the help of E. A. property, we prove common fixed point results for a pair of 

weakly compatible mappings. 

2. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1. A binary operation      1,01,01,0:   is a 

continuous t-norm if for all  ,1,0,,, srqp  the following conditions are 

satisfied: 

(1) pp 1  

(2) pqqp   
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(3) srqp   whenever rp   and sq   

(4)     .rqprqp   

Definition 2.2. A 3-tuple  ,, MX  is called M-fuzzy metric space if X is 

an arbitrary non empty set,  is a continuous t-norm and M is a fuzzy set on 

 ,,03 X  satisfying the following conditions: 

for each Xazyx ,,,  and .0, st  

(M1)   ,0,,, tzyxM  

(M2)   1,,, tzyxM  if and only if ,zyx   

(M3)     tzyxpMtzyxM ,,,,,,,   when p is the permutation function. 

(M4)      ,,,,,,,,,,, stzyxMszzaMtayxM   

(M5)      1,0,0:,,, zyxM  is continuous, 

(M6)   1,,, tzyxM  for all .,, Xzyx   

Definition 2.3. Let  ,, MX  be a fuzzy metric space. 

(i) A sequence  nx  in X is a M-Cauchy sequence if for all   0,1,0  t  

there exists Nn 0  such that    1,,, txxxM mmn  for all ., 0nmn   

(ii) A sequence  nx  in X is convergent to Xx   if 

 .0,1,,,lim 


ttxxxM n
n

 

(iii) A fuzzy metric space X is M-complete if every M-Cauchy sequence in 

X is convergent. 

Definition 2.4. Two self mappings P and Q on a fuzzy metric space 

 ,, MX  are said to be compatible if   ,1, txQPxQPPQxM nnn  for all 

,0t  whenever  nx  is a sequence in X such that .XxQxPx nn   

Definition 2.5. Two self maps P and Q of a fuzzy metric space  ,, MX  

are said to be weakly compatible if they commute at their coincidence points; 

i.e., xx QP   for some Xx   implies that .xx QPPQ   
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Remark 2.6. Two compatible self mappings are weakly compatible, but 

the converse is not true. 

Definition 2.7. A pair of self-maps  QP,  on a fuzzy metric space 

 ,, MX  satisfies the property E. A. if there exists a sequence  nx  in X 

such that     1,,,,,,  txxQxMtxxPxM nn  for some Xx   and all 

.0t   

3. Main Results 

Definition 3.1. A function    1,01,0:   is called an altering distance 

function if it satisfies the following properties: (1)  is strictly decreasing and 

continuous, (2)   0  if and only if .1  It is obvious that 

    .01   

Theorem 3.2. Let  ,, MX  be a generalized fuzzy metric space and 

ST ,  be weakly compatible self-maps of X satisfying the following property  

           ,,,,,,,,min,,, 1 tSxTxSxMtSzSySxMtktTzTyTxM   

     tTyTySyMtTzTySxM ,,,,2,,,   

     ,2,,,2 tSzSyTxMtk   (1) 

where     0,1,0,0:,,, 21  tkkXyx  and f is an altering distance 

function. 

If T and S satisfy the property E. A. and the range of S is a closed 

subspace of X, then T and S have a unique common fixed point in X. 

Proof. Suppose that T and S satisfy the property E. A., then there exists 

a sequence  nx  in X such that 

.XzSxTx nn   (2) 

Since  XS  is a closed subspace of X, there exists Xu   such that 

.Suq   (3) 

For ,,, uquyxx n   (1) becomes  
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           ,,,,,,,,min,,, 1 tSxTxSxMtSuSuSxMtktTuTuTxM nnnnn   

     tTuTuSuMtTuTuqM ,,,,2,,,,   

     .2,,,,2 tTuSuqMtk   

Taking nlim  and using (2) and (3), we get 

             ,,,,,,,,min,,, 11 tqqqMtSuSuqMtktktTuTuqM   

    ,,,,,2,,, tqqqMtTuTuSxM n   

    tSuSuTxMtk n 2,,,2   

            ,2,,,,1,1min,,, 1 tTuTuqMtktTuTuqM   

        tSuSuqMtktTuTuSuM 2,,,,,, 2   

   0,,,  tTuTuqM  which implies   ,1,,, tTuTuqM  i.e., 

.qTu   (4) 

From (3) and (4), we have 

.qSuTu   (5) 

Since ST ,  are weakly compatible, we get 

.SqTq   (6) 

Now we shall show that q is a fixed point of T. Suppose let us assume that 

.qTq   In view of (5), (1), (6) and using properties of , we get 

     tTuTuTqMtqqTqM ,,,,,,   

        ,,,,,,,,min1 tSqTqSqMtSuSuSqMtk   

     tSqTqSqMtSuSuSqM ,,,,2,,,   

    tSuSuSqMtk 2,,,2   

          ,2,,,,,1,,,,min1 tqqTqMtqqTqMtk   

        tqqTqMtktqqqM 2,,,,,, 2   
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     tqqTqMtk 2,,,2   

   0,,,,  ttqqTqM  

which is a contradiction. Therefore, .qTq   Thus, 

SqqTq   (7) 

i.e., q is a common fixed point of T and S. 

For uniqueness, let Xw   be another common fixed point of T and S 

such that 

wSwTw   and .qw   (8) 

Then in view of (7), (8), (1) and properties of , we have  

     tTwTwTqMtwwqM ,,,,,,   

        ,,,,,,,,min1 tSqTqSqMtSwSwSqMtk   

     tTwTwSwMtTwSqM ,,,,2,,   

    tSwSwTqMtk 2,,,2   

          ,2,,,,1,,,,min1 twwqMtwwqMtk   

       twwqMtk 2,,,1 2   

     twwqMtk 2,,,2   

   .0,,,,  ttwwqM  

which is a contradiction and thus, z is the unique common fixed point of T 

and S. 

Theorem: 3.3. Let  ,, MX  be a fuzzy metric space and ST ,  be weakly 

compatible self-maps of X satisfying the following property: 

            tTyTySyMtktSxTxSxMtktTzTyTxM ,,,,,,,,, 21   

         ,,,,,,, 43 tSzSySxMtktTzTzSzMtk   

where     0,1,0,0:,,,,,, 4321  tkkkkXzyx  and  is an altering 
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distance function. If T and S satisfy property E. A. and the range of S is a 

closed subspace of X, then T and S have a unique common fixed point in X. 

Proof. Suppose that T and S satisfy the property E. A., then there exists 

a sequence  nx  in X such that 

XqSxTx nn   (9) 

Since  XS  is a closed subspace of X, there exists Xu   such that 

.Suq   (10) 

For ,,, uzuyxx n   (9) becomes 

            tTuTuSuMtktSxTxSxMtktTuTuqM nnn ,,,,,,,,, 21   

         .,,,,,, 43 tSuSuSxMtktTuTuSuMtk n  

Taking ,limit n  and using (10) and (11), we get 

            tTuTuqMtktqqqMtktTuTuqM ,,,,,,,,, 21   

         tqqqMtktTuTuqMtk ,,,,,, 43   

         tTuTuqMtktktTuTuqM ,,,,,, 21   

        1,,, 43  tktTuTuqMtk  

            tTuTuqMtktTuTuqMtktTuTuqM ,,,,,,,,, 32   

        ,0,,,1 32  tTuTuqMtktk  

which gives    0,,, tTuTuqM  

  1,,, tTuTuqM  

i.e., 

.qTu   (11) 

From (11) and (12), we have 

.qSuTu   (12) 

Since ST ,  are weakly compatible, we get 

.SqTq   (13) 
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Now we shall show that z is a fixed point of T. Suppose let us assume that 

.qTq   In view of (9), (13), (14), we obtain 

     tTuTuTqMtqqTqM ,,,,,,   

         tSuTuSuMtktSqTqSqMtk ,,,,,, 21   

         ,,,,,,, 43 tSuSuSqMtktTuTuSuMtk   

                ,,,,111 4321 tqqTqMtktktktk   

    ,,,,4 tqqTqMtk   

       ,,,,,,, 4 tqqTqMtktqqTqM   

      .0,,,1 4  tqqTqMtk  

which gives    0,,,  tqqTqM  implies   1,,, tqqTqM  Thus, .qTq   

Therefore 

SqqTq   (14) 

i.e., q is a common fixed point T and S. For uniqueness, let Xw   be another 

common fixed point of T and S where 

wSwTw   and .qw   (16) 

In view of (14), (15), (9) and from the properties of f, we have 

     tTwTwTqMtwwqM ,,,,,,   

         tTwTwSwMtktSqTqSqMtk ,,,,,, 21   

         ,,,,,,, 43 tSwSqSqMtktTwTwSwMtk   

                ,,,,111 4321 twwqMtktktktk   

    twwqMtk ,,,4   

  ,,,, twwqM  

which is a contradiction and thus, q is the unique common fixed point of T 

and S. 
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